Cut abuse from your customer experience
Identify and stop abusive behavior from hurting your business

Businesses today are building new programs and offerings to deliver the best customer experience –
including flexible return options, omnichannel options, and new promotions. However, these are becoming
a growing target for abuse, which if left unchecked, hurts your business’ bottom-line and brand.

$24B

13%

Returns abuse is estimated to cost

of Item Not Received (INR) claims

retailers over $24B annually

are actually abusive or unwarranted

$600M

Promo abuse results in between $300$600M in losses each year for merchants

Merchant challenges
• High costs of abuse: When merchants aren’t able to identify and stop abusive behavior, the impacts of
abuse can severely hurt a business’ bottom-line
• Poor customer experience: When merchants can’t accurately distinguish between legitimate and
abusive behavior, they risk wrongly flagging a loyal customer for abuse and providing a poor customer
experience
• Restricted by risk: While merchants want to deliver the best customer experience and offerings (e.g.
flexible returns, omnichannel offerings, new promotions), but they are often held back due to risk and
the fear of potential abuse
• Inability to detect abuse: Many merchants rely on manual review or rules-based tools to identify abuse
(or have no tools at all), so they aren’t able to accurately stop abuse or identify serial abusers

Forter Policy Abuse Protection
Forter’s fraud prevention platform enables businesses to identify abusive behavior and enforce your
business policies with real-time decisions, so you can deliver the offerings, services, and promotions that
your customers want - all without risk.
Taylor is identified as an abusive customer and the
merchant enforces their business policy as defined

At checkout, Taylor is blocked from
using a promo code multiple times

Real-time Decisioning

Taylor, an abusive user, shows
up on the merchant’s site

At returns initiation, Taylor is exempted
from free returns shipping

Taylor is flagged at the account-level
for the merchant’s systems

“Forter enables merchants to accurately identify abusers, both online and offline, so they
can offer consumer-friendly policies. With the collective intelligence of its Global Merchant
Network, Forter analyzes consumer behavior across all customer touch points to identify
and stop abuse”
Vikrant Gandhi, Industry Director

Forter Policy Abuse Solution
Forter’s suite of Policy Abuse Protection solutions enables businesses to protect their business from
abuse and enforce their business policies across all channels and interactions.
Returns abuse protection: Protect your business from abusers violating your returns programs
and policies
Item not received (INR) abuse protection: Identify and stop abusers who file false INR claims to
receive unwarranted refunds or free items
Promo abuse protection: Stop users from abusing your promotions and offers outside of their
intended usage (e.g. repeatedly using new account promos)
Reseller and reshipper abuse protection: Detect and block reseller and reshipper accounts who
are violating your business policies

Core capabilities
Protect your customer experience: Deliver the best customer experience to your loyal customers
and ensure that any friction or enforcement of business policies is reserved only for abusers.

Proactively prevent fraud with real-time decisioning. Identify and stop abusive behavior
with real-time decisions (e.g. block account, restrict activity, etc.) at any point across the entire
customer journey to protect your bottom line.
Uncover hidden abusers. Identify and block serial abusers who are attempting to take advantage
of your business with Forter’s identity linking capabilities, network of global merchant data, and
expert research.
Expand your offerings and business. Execute your core business initiatives without being
restricted by risk. Introduce new offerings like free returns shipping, new customer promos, and
more with full protection against abusive behavior.
Tailor fraud prevention to your specific business. Execute your core business initiatives without
being restricted by risk. Introduce new offerings like free returns shipping, new customer promos,
and more with full protection against abusive behavior.

Want to learn more?
Request a Live Demo
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